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HIGH-ENERGY ION BEAMS USED TO ACCELERATE HYDROGEN PROPELLANT 

ALONG MAGNETIC TUBE OF FLUX 

by Gerald W. Englert 

Lewis Research Center 

SUMMARY 

An analytical study was made of the transfer of energy from a high-intensity beam of 
light-weight ions to a hydrogen target. The hydrogen was confined to a region bounded by 
a magnetic tube of flux. Under certain conditions the gradient of the magnetic field w a s  
quite effective in accelerating sizable mass flows of hydrogen which resulted in large in
creases of momentum over that of the impinging beam. Interaction between the various 
species of particles was studied in detail. 

The analysis was applied to the efflux of ions from a hypothetical 100-megawatt ther
monuclear reactor. The stream of ions escaping from the weaker mirror  of a magnetic 
mirror  system was  represented by a high-flux-density monoenergetic unidirectional 
beam. Hydrogen was admitted into this beam slightly downstream of the weak mirror 

Thus, the hydrogen served as the propellant and the reactor as the energyexit station. 
source of a thermonuclear rocket. 

A range of magnet sizes and strengths, energy and cross-sectional areas  of the 
beam, and hydrogen flow ra tes  were studied. Energy transfer was most effective when 
the beam was concentrated on a dense closely confined target. Ionization and accelera
tion of the hydrogen was usually quite rapid near the station where the beam first im
pinged on the target. Beyond a distance of about one magnet diameter downstream of 
this station, the velocity was increased and density decreased to values that permitted 
little further energy transfer. The fractional ionization then stayed essentially constant; 
however, acceleration continued for another two magnet diameters because of the con
tinuing high gradient of the magnetic field that interacted with the remaining thermal 
energy in the propellant electrons. 

At low hydrogen flow rates only a small amount of energy could be transferred from 
the beam to the target. At high flow rates, loss was mainly due to power consumed in 
ionizing the hydrogen. The momentum (thrust) of the hydrogen could be increased to 
seven times that of the beam with an overall energy transfer efficiency of 25 percent. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Numerous theoretical and experimental stopping-power studies (refs. 1 to 4) were  
made wherein an ion beam impinges upon and transfers its energy to a gaseous target. 
In the present study the target is confined to a slender region bounded by an axisymmetric 
tube of magnetic field lines. The flux tube is concentric with the axis of the magnetic 
field coil. Such a flux tube can form a type of "magnetic nozzle" as energy gained by 
the target gas is in part converted into a directed translational mode along diverging 
field lines. The gas initially requires a confining wall. Where required, the wall  is 
congruent with the field lines. However, the gas that is ionized later can be magnetically 
confined. A net increase of momentum, or thrust, over that of the impinging beam alone 
could result as the additional mass  of target material (propellant) is accelerated. This 
report investigates the conditions under which such results can be theoretically realized. 

Application is made to a conceptual thermonuclear rocket, the basic constituent of 
which is a reaction volume confined by a magnetic mirror  system having one mirror 
slightly weaker than the other (fig. 1). A stream of high-energy helium 3 and deuterium 
ions is emitted from the weaker mirror (refs. 5 to 7) providing a small amount of thrust 
at a very high specific impulse. For interplanetary propulsion the thrust of such a 
system must be greatly increased by the addition of much more propellant (ref. 8). Hy
drogen is used as the additional propellant and is accelerated by interaction with the 
emerging reactor ions and the magnetic field of the local mirror.  The hydrogen has 
previously been used to cool a high-temperature shield about the reactor (fig. 1)and is 
in a dissociated or monatomic state. The present analysis approximates the efflux of 
reactor particles from the weaker mirror  by a monoenergetic unidirectional beam. 
(The mks system of units is used unless otherwise specified. ) 

rlnject ion of atomic // 

Deuterium and I hydrogen propellant / 
Shi I /

I 

m i r r o r  
magnet 

Figure 1. - Schematic of basic thermonuclear rocket configuration. 
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ANALYSIS 

The analysis is based primarily on the theory of classical particles. In general the 
ensemble of particles considered consists of electrons, ions, and neutral atoms. Parti
cles initially in the beam include electrons plus one or  more species of ions. The pro
pellant, or target, is initially in the form of monatomic hydrogen, some of which is soon 
ionized to form two additional species - electrons and protons. 

The behavior of the propellant species was studied as usual by conservation equa
tions of mass, momentum, and energy. Beam particles, however, were considered in
fluential in this study only as a source of energy. Preliminary calculations indicated that 
in the range of interest for propulsion the density and flow rates of propellant particles 
a r e  much greater than those of the beam particles and that only the propellant species are 
of any consequence in the mass and momentum balances. The energy of the beam species 
and the density, velocity, and temperature of the propellant a r e  determined as functions 
of distance along the magnetic field lines. The study is limited to a one-dimensional 
analysis in which the flow properties a r e  uniform across any surface normal to the flow 
direction. 

Transfer of Energy from Beam Particles 

-Beam composition. - The energy is assumed to be initially in the form of a high-
intensity monoenergetic unidirectional beam of charged particles flowing along magnetic 
field lines. Such a beam undergoes a certain fractional neutralization because of charge 
exchange when it impinges on a neutral target gas (ref. 9). Very little momentum trans
fer  occurs during a charge eTchange event, and, thus, very little change in directions is 
expected for the incident particles. Thus, if the charged particles initially impinge upon 
the propellant as a unidirectional beam, they should remain so even if neutralized. Each 
atomic species of the beam is assumed to be monoenergetic at any given axial station in 
the magnetic flux tube. This assumption is consistent with the data of reference 10, 
which show that there is very little spread of energy about an average as a beam of ions 
transfers its energy to a plasma. 

Impingement of charged particles on a neutral target has been studied experimentally 
by many investigators. In these experiments the bombardment chamber was large or 
attached to an abundant reservoir of target material. The beam thus underwent a change 
in charge composition whereas the target material, for all practical purposes, remained 
the same. Herein, however, the target boundary is the same as that of the beam and also 
the flow of target material is limited. The target can thus undergo sizable changes in 
charge composition. 
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If the target material has a low density (within a certain range) enough collisions 
occur to permit the beam to come to an equilibrium composition; yet the collisions are 
few enough that the energy of the beam is not appreciably degraded (refs. 4 and 9). After 
equilibrium is reached the beam composition is essentially independent of the distance 
that the beam travels. Experiments conducted under these conditions are useful for 
studying charge exchange and ionization cross  sections as functions of beam energy. 
Herein, however, the target is often dense enough that the beam energy is constantly de
grading along its path of travel. Thus, both beam and target have equilibrium composi
tions, which, among other things, are functions of distance in the direction of beam 
travel. Consider, for example, a beam that is initially composed of doubly charged 
helium 3 ions, singly charged deuterium ions, and electrons (see APPLICATION section 
and appendix B). Shortly after impingement on an atomic hydrogen target the beam is 
composed of doubly and singly charged helium 3 ions, singly charged deuterium ions, 
helium 3 and deuterium neutrals, and electrons; whereas, the target is composed of pro
tons, electrons, and neutral hydrogen atoms. The fractions of the various species de
pend on the energies transferred and thus on the distance inside the target. A detailed 
study of this phenomenon would necessitate the inclusion of approximately 25 interactions 
in an already complex problem. 

The problem is made somewhat more manageable by restricting the analysis to 
beams which are composed predominantly of neutrals and singly charged ions. Hydrogen 
and its isotopes obviously fall into this category. Helium can also be included if the beam 
energy is kept below 100 keV because the probability of a doubly charged helium particle 
obtaining an electron from a target hydrogen atom far outweighs (by more than a factor 
of 10) any of the other charge-exchange probabilities for this energy range (ref. 9). 

Stopping power. - The energy exchange per unit distance per incident particle 
dER/dx is often written as the number density of the target material I+ times the total 
stopping power (l/nt)(dER/dx). The total stopping power can be expressed as the 
weighted sum of the partial stopping powers of each of the charge species plus the energy 
loss due to collisions involving charge exchange (refs. 3 and 4). Thus, for this restricted 
analysis 

dER -- F 1 dERo + F  1 dER+ + Loss due to charge exchange 
nt d~ RO r+ d~ R+ nt dx 

where FRo and FR+ are the equilibrium fractions of neutral and singly charged ions 
in the beam, respectively. 

A conclusion reached in reference 1 is that the partial stopping powers for both 
neutral and singly charged hydrogen atoms are close to the same magnitude. With this 
premise and neglecting energy loss due to charge exchange, total stopping power was 
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closely approximated by 

1 dEH 1 dEH+ 1 dEH+--=(FH++Fo)----- 
"t dx H " t d x  " t d x  

This procedure also approximates reasonably well the total stopping power for helium in 
the energy range below 100keV (see appendix C). 

Analytical stopping power expressions are reviewed in references 11 and 12. All 
the expressions are of the form 

1 d E ~- (constant) varying function of 
" t d x  

where the subscripts t and R denote target particles and incident particles, respec
tively. The mR/mt term shows that the relatively heavy nuclei of the target particles 
receive very little energy in comparison with that received by the target electrons. 

The stopping power expressions also show that a beam of incident electrons having 
energies of the same magnitude as the incident ions would give a relatively insignificant 
amount of energy to the target. On the other hand, if the beam electrons were at an 
energy so much lower than that of the ions that the energy pansfer  rate from them was  
significant, then their energy content would be so low that 'only a negligible total amount 
of energy would be available from them. Thus, the electrons in the beam were assumed 
to serve only as producers of a neutral net flux of charge of the beam species (this will be 
discussed further in the APPLICATION section). 

Stopping power for species closely related to the one of interest herein has been de
termined experimentally (refs. 3 and 4). The theory of reference 2 gives satisfactory 
agreement with these measurements; therefore, it was applied to the singly charged ions 
impinging on neutral hydrogen atoms in appendix C . From equation (C3) 

when U -< mR(l- wR) 

4 mRnne 
dER - me 3 

0 833 WR wR4.825 + 1.804+-----
WR 6 96 

I when U-> KER(l - wR) 



- -  

where 

K =  4memR 

the quantities ER and mR are the energy and mass of a single-incident o r  impinging-
reactor particle, and %, E,, and me are the number density, energy, and mass of the 
target material which a re  the ground state electrons of the hydrogen atoms, respectively. 
Equation (1) is based on the fact that for hydrogen atoms, the kinetic energy E, is equal 
to the ionization potential U. 

An appreciable amount of energy can also be transferred to  the free-electrons that 
are formed as the propellant is ionized. An expression to determine the amount of this 
energy exchange is derived in appendix C by use of the kinetic theory of reference 13. 
From equation (C4) 

mRnee 4F 
mR R+ me- - .. . 

dx 

mRkTe 

8 6 
+ 2meER) 

where ne and Te are the number, density, and temperature of the free electrons, 
respectively. The range of conditions over which the assumption that the free electrons 
thermalize is valid is discussed in appendix D. 

In encounters of beam particles with neutral target atoms, the energy transfers are 
integrated over a range having the ionization potential of the target material as the lower 
limit and a head-on collision defining the upper limit of integration. The range of impact 
parameters for such encounters is on the order of the Bohr radius. When considering 
energy transfer to free electrons, however, the minimum energy exchange is cut off at 
an impact parameter corresponding to the Debye length for the case of a charged incident 
particle. The many events in which appreciable energy is exchanged in this relatively 
large realm of influence of charged incident particles make the total energy exchange 
from neutral incident particles to free electrons small in comparison. The energy ex
changes from neutral incident particles to  free electrons will for ease of calculation be 
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(slightly pessimistically) neglected herein. 
Let fR be the number of species R particles leaving the reactor per unit time. 

The energy transfer rate from reactor species R per unit distance x to both bound and 
free electrons is thus 

23.45X106 ERTe 
2 h 2 + 8  ne(FR+)h( )

n WR + "emR 

--n (1+ 6(1 + -mRkTe]/2 
2 2m,ER 

4 mR when U c K E R ( l  -wR)
f e -R 

dER me 
dx 1 6 m2ER 

e. Rw \ nemk ) 
wR 6 96 mRkTe\3/2 

when U 2 KER(l - wR) 

Conservation Equations of Prope IIant S pecies 

Continuity of free electrons. - Consider the control volume in Lagrangian coordi
nates given in figure 2 .  The free electrons a r e  magnetically confined so  that, when dif -
fusion is neglected, the magnetic field lines a re  envisioned as forming the channel 
boundaries. A coinciding wall of solid material was assumed adequate to prevent loss of 
neutral hydrogen atoms. 

For a steady process, the number of free electrons created by collisions per  unit 
time inside the control volume equals the net flow of free electrons out of the control 
volume; that is, 

where Ve ,x  = Ve , x(x) is the mean velocity of the 
electrons that had their origin in the propellant. 

Figure 2. - Control volume for electrons. 
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The subscript x denotes that the velocity is in the x direction, that is, along the stream 
tube axis. The free electrons from the beam make a negligible number of ionizing en
counters and thus make no contribution to this equation. 

Ionization by beam ions. - The number of ionizing encounters between beam ions and 
hydrogen neutrals per unit time in a distance Ax is 

cfRnnQR Ax 
R 

where QR is the ionization cross  section. From equation (C5)it can be written as 

Ionization by free- electrons. - The cumulative effect of encounters between free. -

electrons and hydrogen atoms can contribute to ionization also. The following expression 
is derived in appendix C for the number of ionizing encounters per unit volume per unit 
time by free electrons having a Maxwellian velocity distribution: 

The continuity equation for free electrons can thus be written 

R 1 
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Momentum of free electrons. - The divergence of the magnetic field vector B for 
cylindrical symmetry is 

aBx-i a- (rB,) + -= 0 
r ar ax 

For slow variations of the magnetic field along the axis of symmetry of any local flux 
tube, 

aBx dB 
ax dx 

and the first expression reduces to 

In the time interval between collisions, the velocity v e4 of free electrons normal to the 
magnetic field describes a r c s  of Larmor radii: 

Substitution of the last two expressions into the Lorentz force equation for the component 
parallel to the B-field yields 

2- m ve e , l  dB (9)-F II = eve,lBr = - 2B dx 

The slow B-field change stipulation in this derivation is valid since the electrons make 
many orbits during only a very small B-field variation in the application herein. Equa
tion (9) is then valid if  the collision frequency is small compared with the cyclotron 
frequency (see appendix D). 

Integration of equation (9) over a Maxwellian distribution in the transverse plane 
yields an average force per electron of 
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This force combined with any electrostatic force due to charge separation -q(dq/dx) 
and the frictional forces due to  collisions with hydrogen ions and atoms is balanced by the 
inertial force on the electrons. Thus, 

meTe,x-----+e*-mdve,x - kTe dB v E -v. 1 - m  v - V  ) (10) 
dx dx dx e e , i  e,x 1,x e e ,n  e,x n,x 

Several underlying assumptions permit the momentum equations to be written in this 
simple form. Collisions between like particles result in a pressure term that was 
negligible for  the cases of interest when compared with the large electromagnetic terms. 
Therefore, it is included only in the momentum equation for neutrals. Collisions between 
unlike particles are accounted for by the "friction terms. " These terms are written in 
the phenomenological form of Schliiter (ref. 14), which involves a difference of mean 
velocities of the various species and an average momentum transfer collision frequency 
v. Also the three propellant species are assumed to have nearly equal mean velocities. 
This assumption, which will be borne out in later calculations, eliminates a small inertial 
term accounting for the mass source of a given species due to ionization and charge ex
change. 

In fact, the coupling between free electrons and hydrogen ions will be assumed to be 
so close that the velocities (and thus accelerations) of these two species in the x-direction 

- -are equal ('Te,x = v.i,x = Yx). Thus, the first friction term in equation (10) is eliminated. 
This process of accelerating ions by their strong coupling with electrons is sometimes 
termed "adiabatic acceleration" and is discussed in references 15 to 17. This coupling 
is not possible unless the electron paths for recirculation, o r  short circuiting, are elimi
nated. Thus, for example, any wall used for additional confinement must be nonconducting. 

The collision frequency for the remaining friction term was evaluated by the follow
ing expression (see pp. 57 and 59 of ref. 13): 

where g = ITe - Tn 1 ,  and as discussed on page 10 of reference 18 
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Thus for  the study herein 

The momentum transfer cross  section u is equal to the total scattering cross  e, n
section when the "hard sphere" model for neutrals is assumed. A constant value of 
0. square meter was considered sufficiently representative for u in the e, 
energy range of interest (fig. 1 . 5  of ref. 19 and p. 199 of ref. 20). Integrabon of the 
preceding expression then resulted in 

-Momentum of protons. - The hydrogen ions (protons) receive very little direct energy 
from beam particles (see the section entitled Stopping power). They are accelerated by 
the electrons through the electrostatic potential cp and retarded by their collisions with 
neutrals. The adiabatic acceleration assumption eliminates the friction term between 
protons and electrons. The momentum balance in a parallel direction is 

where in this case 

v. = -8 

a! 


and 

An expression for scattering cross  section was obtained by fitting a hyperbola to the data 
in table I of reference 21 (see fig. 3): 
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Figure 3. - Elastic scattering of protons i n  hydrogen. 

The corresponding expression for collision frequency is 

v.1, n = 0.867XlO-14 
nn (13) 

Eliminating the electrostatic potential term by substituting equation (10) into equa
tion (12) and using expressions (11) and (13) for collision frequencies result in 

dVx 
m.7 - - kT, dB - m.n (Tx - 7 n , x) + 1 . 0 9 ~ 1 0 - ~ ~  

I X d X  B d x  I n &) 
where mi >> me. 
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Neglecting diffusion across field lines yields the following relation between flow area 
and the magnetic field: 

B - AO 

Bo A 

Thus 

1 d B - 1 d A  
Bdx A d x  

and the preceding momentum equation becomes 

-
- kTe dA 0.433~10-l~ dTx 

nn(l %)(1 + 0.2512 K )  (15) 
dx vxAmi dx vX 

_ _ _ _ _ _  -Momentum of neutral propellant atoms. - The momentum balance for neutrals can be 
written 

m 7  d7n, x - m v  @ -7 ) + -m n v  @ - v  ) - - -1 dPn 
n n,x & e n ,e  x n,x n , i  x n,x 

“n dx 

Using the previous procedure for evaluating collision frequencies (with u = (5 

and 0. 
e , n  n , e  

i ,n  = un , i) gives 

where the equation of state was applied with cold neutrals to the pressure gradient term. 
Calculations indicated (Preliminary Results section) that the friction force between 

the ions and neutrals is very effective in accelerating the neutrals for cases of interest 
herein, and thus Vx * Vn. The acceleration of neutrals would actually be aided further 
by charge exchange (neglected herein) between these two species of the propellant. 

-Propellant energy. - The energy added to the propellant by beam particles minus the 
energy lost by ionization and radiation equals the energy transported away by the propel
lant. Thus 
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-ER2AX - U'-6 (neA AX) - PbremAAX 
6t coll 

where 

6m (c ) Te d(neVxA) Ax = m (c ) Te -(neA Ax) 
e P e  dx e P e  6t 

is the amount of energy to heat the newly formed free electrons to 
bremsstrahlung is (p. 31, ref. 22) 

Pbrem = 5.35X10-"" ne(nn + ne) d T e  

AX 

coll 

Te. The loss due to 

where the loss is expressed in Newton-meters per cubic meter and where electron tem

.14 

.12 

5 .10 

3 


.- .08 

k 
c8 .06 

.04 


.02
0 .002 .M)4 .m .om .010 .012 

Electron temperature, T,, keV 

Figure 4. - Cost of ion production by low-temperature 
electrons. 
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perature is expressed in kiloelectron volts. 
The cost of forming a hydrogen ion U' by 

the free electrons is quite high since their 
average energy is even less than the ionization 
potential. In this low energy range the proba
bility of exciting a hydrogen atom to a low energy 
level can be much greater than that of an ionizing 
encounter. Calculations based on the cross-
sectional data of reference 23  and averaged for 
a Maxwell distribution of incident electron veloc
ity are given in figure 4. The following empiri
cal data f i t  (shown by the dashed line) will be 
used in the remaining calculation: 



Teut = 0.0272(1 + 0.0034) keV 

For the relatively high energy ion beam, radiative encounters were neglected, and 
U' was set equal to 0.0136 kiloelectron volt. 

Conservation of Propellant Mass 

The flow rate of the total propellant species m is 
r 1 

i x  + nnmnvn ,x )~= constantA = 1(neme + nimi)vx + nnmnVn,"lA (nem.V 

since ne = ni and me << mi. 

APPLICATION 

The preceding equations will now be applied to the species and ranges of conditions 
pertinent to a conceptual thermonuclear rocket. 

Reactor 

In the reaction of interest for propulsion applications (refs. 5 and 6) the two isotopes 
helium 3 and deuterium combine to give off a 3 . 5  MeV alpha particle and a 14.7MeV 
proton. If the energy of these reaction products is expended in heating the incoming 
fuel, then the number of fuel particles inside the reactor should outnumber the reaction 
products by a ratio of about 100 to 1. The beam emitted by the weaker mirror would then 
be essentially composed of only fuel particles. 

The f lux  and initial energies of the beam are  dependent on the magnetic mirror  
system and its particle loss mechanism. The author of reference 24 calculated a large 
electrostatic potential about a reactor, which was  caused by the greater tendency of the 
electrons relative to that of the ions to scatter into the "loss cones" of the mirrors.  The 
kinetic energy of the electrons is greatly reduced as they emerge, whereas that of the 
escaping ions could be easily doubled by the electrostatic field. This additional kinetic 
energy is in a translational mode, the velocity of which is parallel to the axis of symmetry 
of the reactor. 

Of all the ions inside the reactor, however, the lower energy ones are most apt to 
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TABLE I. - DATA FOR REFERENCE CONFIGURATION 

Flux of ions Mass flow Mini” Initial 
2mitted from of beam, inside cross 

weaker kg/sec diameter section 
inside mirror, of mirror of ion 

= f ~ ,  coils, beamreactor, reactor, f ~ e - 3  

sec-1 

I m2_ _  

1.22 0.0942 

1.22 1 .0805 

enter the loss cone (p. 351, ref. 22). Thus, the translational energy of the escaping ions 
is somewhat near their mean thermal energy inside the reactor. In order to size the 
reactor these two energies will be assumed equal; however, because the precise relation 
is uncertain, the calculations herein will be identified by values of initial beam energy 
instead of reactor temperature. 

The reactor used is essentially that described in reference 5 and was sized to supply 
100 megawatts of power to the escaping ions. Pertinent data are shown in table I for a 
reference configuration. The reaction zone for this reference configuration was arbi
trarily given a length-diameter ratio of 5. For the given total power, this ratio deter
mines the reactor diameter. A shield was  inserted between the reactor and the magnet, 
thus influencing the minimum magnet diameters. A mirror  ratio of 4 was  used unless 
stated otherwise. 

Magnetic Field Strength 

It was  assumed that the reactor particles and propellant do not alter the imposed 
magnetic field. The field near the axis of symmetry of the magnet (fig. 5) was obtained 
from reference 25. An empirical curve (dashed) was used to express B/BO and A/Ao 
as a function of x near the axis of symmetry. The resulting expression is 
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-4 +-Windingwidth. Dm/2 

CEquation (14) of ref. 25 

2 4 6 
Axial distance, xlDm 

Figure 5. - Magnetic field downstream of reactor mirror 
on axis of symmetry. 

Reduction of Equations 

Substituting for the constants in equations (3), (7), (15), (16), (17), and (18), re
arranging, and considering two species of ions from the 100-megawatt reactor result in 
the following set of equations: 

mHe-3 - - 3 .585~10-~ 'x -keV 
dx EHe-3 m 

mD _ _  2. 390X10-20 y keV-
dx ED m 

dne - 0.846~10-7 nn 
-dx ip dx 
vX 

-dx vX \A& ne dx A/ 

"ez + - w  ( 7 4-
vX 



-- 

0.958X10 11 TndnndVn ,x  - ne'x - 
dx nn'n, x Z'n, x dx 

dTe - 44.44 r X  + 29.65 rY - 1.33X10-21(nn + ne) 
-

dx EHe-3'xhe ED'x*e vX 

+ 185 Te + 0. 767X10-9(V:-
-
vxne 

-+ 0.415X10-11 (Vx - V ~ , ~ ) W  

V A 

X 

where 

- f)] o. 398 Te dA 
- -~ Z - -

A d x  

W = 0 . 4 3 3 ~ 1 O - l ~n,,(i -&)(1 + 0.2512 A) 
vX1ln&) + 2.667 when EHe-3 2 108.8 

{G- 1.442 - 6.74"n + 1.804+ ~ 

x=( 74.8)3/2 10.37 dG (EHe-3 )3/2 

EHe-3 
when 3.21 5 EHe-3 -=- 108.8 

l+- !0 when EHe-3 < 3.21 

n F  
+ 	 e He-3' - -,,3.502X1027(EHe-3)2 Te 

-
~~ 

"e 
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- - - - 

-- 

+ 2.667 when ED 2 72.5 
12.47 

-
Y =  -In- + 1.804 +- d E D  1.167 3.668 

8 -48  6 (~,13/2 

when 2.14 5 ED 5 72.5I0 when ED < 2.14 

n F  Te
+ 	 e D+ 7. ~ Z X I O ~ ~ ( E ~ ) ~  

“e (22) 

-+ -_6.23 when EHe-3 -=- 108.8 
EHe-3 

z = 0.977X1011 r 1.777 - 0.1801 74.8 17.30 

dEHe-3A ( +- 74.8 )3/2 1 d G (G- G +.) 
EHe-3 

when 3.21 -= - EHe-3 --C 108.8

I0 when EHe-3 < 3.21 

f 

5 ~ 4.157- - when E,, 2 72.5 
3 6 

+ 

when 2.14 5 ED 5 72.5 

0 when ED < 2.14 

--0.,:36 ( 0. Fe36) 
0. 538X10-8 n 

1 + 20.95 e (2 3) 
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0.0136 - 0.0136 

Z ' = Z +  0. 538X10-8 ne e Te ( + 2 0 . 9 5 e  Te )(1+- (24) 

F 
He-3' 

= 1.036 -,/%+ (2.667 .,/% ) 100 
(25)+ 2.221 FH+- 2.319 -EHe-3 

n 
F = e 
H+ ne + n n  

The energies of the reactor particles are given in kiloelectron volts instead of joules 
in these final equations. 

I 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Preliminary Results 

Simultaneous solution of the preceding conservation equations for the propellant and 
the beam was made on a high-speed digital computer. 

The early calculations indicated that Tn,x/Tx was  s o  close to unity that the com
puting process was made difficult because of the loss of significant figures when subtract
ing Vn,x/Tx from 1in equation (20). Physically this was due to the very effective accel
eration of neutrals by the hydrogen ions for the cases of interest. In all later calculations 
-'n,x /T x was set equal to 1. Equations (15a) and (16a) were, therefore, replaced by 

dx m d x  

Computations were also facilitated by assuming a slightly nonzero initial fractional 
ionization of the propellant F 

H+' 
Results were insensitive to a range of initial F

H+ 
from to A value of was thus selected. 

To establish an initial condition, it was  assumed that the flow of hydrogen propellant 
was choked at the injection station. The results did not change appreciably as the hydro
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(a) Fractional ionization of propellant. 
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(b) Propellant density. 

Figure 6. - Variation of propellant and beam parameters with distance. Initial beam energy, 
50 keV; mass flow rate, 0.010 kilogram per second; cross-sectional area of jet, 0.0942 
square meter. 
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Figure 6. - Concluded. 



gen temperature leaving the shield was increased from 1000° to 2000' C. A temperature 
of 1000° C was used in the remaining calculations. 

Preliminary calculations indicated that the temperature of the propellant electrons 
was so low that loss of energy by bremsstrahlung was negligible. 

Dependence of Typical Results on  Distance x 

A convenient way of varying magnetic field gradient while retaining equation (19) is 
by varying Dm. The variation of propellant and beam parameters with distance x is 
shown in figure 6 for four different magnet diameters. Ionization of the propellant is 
most rapid at low values of x where the propellant density is high and where large 
amounts of energy can be transferred from the beam (fig. 6(a)). Density decreases very 
rapidly with distance x (fig. 6(b)) because of the increasing velocity (fig. 6(c)) and the 
increasing cross-sectional area of the flux tube. Beyond a distance of about one magnet 
diameter downstream of the injection station, the velocity increased, and the target den
sity decreased to such an extent that little additional energy transfer took place (figs. 6(d) 
and (e)). The fractional ionization then stays essentially constant; however, accelera
tion continues for about two more magnet diameters because of the continuing high gradi
ent of the magnetic field (fig. 5) interacting with the remaining energy nekTe in the 
propellant electrons. The decrease of electron temperature in this region (as the random 
energy of the electron gas is converted to  a rearward directed mean motion) can be seen 
in figure 6(f). 

The large effect of magnet size demonstrated in figure 6 is due to the fact that a 
larger magnet permits a more gradual decrease in field strength and thus a slower de
crease of target density with distance x. Therefore, greater amounts of energy are 
transferred from the beam. The smaller field gradient of a larger magnet gives less  
propellant acceleration at low values of x; however, acceleration continues over a 
greater distance. This extended acceleration and the larger amount of energy exchange 
result in a net gain in propellant velocity at large values of x. 

Thrust is defined herein as the component of momentum in the direction of the axis 
of symmetry and can be written as 

F= (mHe - 3 ~ H e- + mDvD + mi7X)cosav e 

The residual momentum of the reactor particles 

mHe -3VHe-3 + mDvD 
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Figure 8. - Dependence of t h rus t  on the axial 
' '0 1 2 3 4 station at which it is calculated. Magnet

Distance ratio, xfD, diameter, 2.44 meters; propellant flow rate, 
0.01 kilogram per second; in i t ia l  beamFigure 7. - Variation of flow divergence wi th  energy, 50 keV; in i t ia l  beam area,

distance. 0.0942 square meter. 
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0.0942 square meter; in i t ia l  beam energy,
50 keV. 

Figure 9. - Jet performance at hydrogen flow rate of 0.01 kilogram per second. 
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is of significance only at the lowest flaw rates of hydrogen. The average cosine of the 
angle between the propellant flow and the axis of symmetry was  weighted on a basis of 
area normal to  the flow. The expression used'herein, exact for ideal conical nozzle flow 
(ref. 26), is 

where 8b is the angle between the outer or bounding flux line and the axis of symmetry. 
Plots of cosav 8 against distance x are shown in figure 7. Beyond a value for x/D 
of 3, the decrease of cosav 8 quite closely balances the small increase of Yx. Thus 
beyond this distance it makes little difference at what x station thrust is calculated 
(fig. 8). Results should therefore be quite insensitive to the location at which the high-
velocity jet eventually diffuses across  the weak field lines and detaches from the magnetic 
field. 

Jet Performance 

Specific impulse is defined in terms of thrust and total mass flow in the jet as 

The product of J times the acceleration of gravity 9' is the mean effective velocity of 
the jet. 

The dependence of .F and J on magnet size and initial beam area A. is shown in 
figure 9. Figure 9(a) is based on the data of figure 6 at a distance x of 10 meters. The 
large influence of magnet diameter Dm is again demonstrated. The only influence of 
magnet strength in the calculations is through its effect on the size of the cross-sectional 
area of the beam and magnetic flux tube. Increasing the mirror  ratio for the same 
reactor diameter decreases A. according to equation (14). Also for the same reactor 
volume, A. can be decreased by using a longer and more slender reactor (greater 
length-diameter ratio L/DR). For example, A. can be cut in half by either doubling 
the mirror  ratio or by increasing the length-diameter ratio of the reaction zone L/DR 
by a factor of 2.8.  Various pertinent combinations of Bo/BR and L/DR are indicated 
on the abscissa of figure 9(b). Reducing the cross-sectional area of the interaction 
region for  the same hydrogen flow, beam flux, and energy results in an increase in energy 
transfer. In general, figure 9(b) shows that decreasing A. increases both .F and fl 
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Figure 10. - Effect of propellant flow rate on jet performance. Initial beam energy, M keV; magnet 
diameter, 3.66 meters; initial beam area, 0.0942 square meter; distance, x, 10 meters. 

over the range of variables studied. 
The effect of initial beam energy can be seen by comparing figures 9(a) and (b). The 

four data points in figure 9(b) represent performance at an initial beam energy of 50 keV. 
The beam area for the 100-keV case would have to be reduced to about one-third of its 
original value to bring the thrust and specific impulse up to that of the 50-keV case. 
These results typify the inverse dependence of energy transfer rate on beam energy level 
as determined by equation (3). 

The influence of propellant flow rate on jet performance is shown in figure 10. In
crease of m increases S but decreases 1. As m is increased, the target density is 
increased to a condition where the beam is able to transfer essentially all its energy to 
the target. Beyond this point the acceleration of the hydrogen continues as the magnetic 
field gradient converts the residual nekTe to directed translational energy. The location 
where the beam runs out of energy is apparent by the abrupt change in slope of the curves 
in figure 10. To save computing time, the calculations were completed with the remain
ing neglibible energy set equal to zero, when the energies of both species of reactor 
particles fell below 0.05 keV. 

The power that is useful for  propulsion is often defined as 51 YSV. The ratio of 
this jet power to initial power in the beam is shown in figure 10. Also shown is the 
kinetic energy in the hydrogen alone, the energy remaining in the beam that could not be 
transferred to the hydrogen propellant, and the cost of ionizing the propellant, which 
includes radiative encounters. For this case, the maximum overall efficiency of the 
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Figure 11. - Collision parameters. Init ial  energy of 
beam, 50 keV; init ial  magnetic field strength, 
20.8 Webers per square meter; hydrogen flow rate, 
0.010 kilogram per second; magnet diameter, 
2.44 meters. 

2 4 6 8 10 
Distance, x, m 

Figure 12. - Variation of diffusion parameter with dis
tance. Initial energy of beam, 50 keV; magnet diam
eter, 2 44 meters; hydrogen flow rate, 0.010 kilogram 
per second. 

energy transfer and acceleration process was calculated to be 25 percent. This maximum 
occurred near an m of 0.01kilogram per  second. At this point of maximum efficiency, 
the jet thrust was more than seven times that of the beam alone. At low hydrogen flow 
rates only a small amount of power from the beam could be transferred to the target. At 
high flow rates loss is mainly due to  power consumed in ionizing the hydrogen. 

Appraisal of Assumptions 

The computed data, such as that presented in figure 6, permit appraisal of several of 
the assumptions regarding collisions discussed in the ANALYSIS section. Details are 
given in appendix D and results are plotted in figures 11 and 12 for a typical set of condi
tions. Parameters are presented that a r e  useful for judging the validity of the assump
tions of binary collisions, thermalization of free electrons, beam equilibration, and the 
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expression for the magnetic force on free electrons. As discussed in appendix D, results 
are, in general, quite favorable to the methods used in the analysis. Loss of charged 
particles by ambipolar diffusion across the flux tube (fig. 12) appears to be a much lesser 
problem than that occurring inside the reactor. The large values of diffusion coefficient 
for large values of x permit the high-velocity jet to diffuse eventually across the mag
netic field lines, which it must do to produce thrust. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The acceleration of a hydrogen propellant along a magnetic tube of flux by use of 
high-energy beams of light-weight ions was  studied. Subject to the assumptions and 
simplifications in the analysis, and for the range of variables studied, the following re 
sults were obtained: 

1. Energy transfer was most effective when the beam was  concentrated on a dense, 
closely confined target. Thus, increase of prowllant mass flow and decrease of initial 
beam cross -sectional area improved results. Ionization of the hydrogen was  usually 
quite rapid near the station where the beam first impinged on the target. For the cases 
studied, this was also the location of minimum cross section for the confines of the pro
pellant flow. 

2. For the case of a magnetic field generated by a short solenoid, the divergence, or 
spreading, of the flux tube depends to a large extent on the solenoid diameter. Increasing 
the diameter of such a magnet permitted suitable energy exchanges over longer distances 
of beam travel. Beyond a distance of about one magnet diameter downstream of the mini
mum cross -sectional station, the velocity increased and density decreased such that 
little further energy transfer could take place. Some acceleration of the hydrogen con
tinued for about another two magnet diameters because of the continuing high magnetic 
field gradient interacting with the remaining energy of the propellant electrons. 

3. An optimum hydrogen flow rate was found where the momentum (thrust) of the 
propellant could be increased to seven times that initially in the beam and with an overall 
efficiency of energy transfer of 25 percent. At low hydrogen flow rates, only a small 
amount of energy could be transferred from the beam to the target. At high flow rates, 
loss was mainly due to power consumed in ionizing the hydrogen. 

4. Bremsstrahlung was  negligible since electron temperature was always below 
11 eV. Sizable radiation losses were calculated, however, because of the high number 
of excitation encounters between these electrons and the hydrogen atom. 

Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 

Cleveland, Ohio, June 24, 1966. 
120-27-06-04-22. 
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APPENDIX A 

SYMBOLS 

[The mks system of units is used unless otherwise specified3 

A cross-sectional area of jet Q ionization cross  section 

B magnetic field intensity r f r  fr  at a reactor temperature 
cP specific heat at constant pressure I(' of 100 keV 

for an ideal electron gas, T temperature, keV, unless other
0.44 1x10 J/(kg) (keV) wise stated 

D diameter t time 

Dm magnet diameter (see fig. 5) U ionization potential for atomic 

9 coefficient of ambipolar diffusion hydrogen, 0.0136 keV 

E energy per particle U' cost of producing a hydrogen ion 

e unit of charge, 1.60206X10-19 C V velocity 

F equilibrium fraction W defined by expression (20) 

F thrust, N WR ratio of target particle (electron) 

f flux of particles 
velocity to incident R particle 
velocity 

J acceleration of gravity X defined by expression (21) 
g magnitude of relative velocity be-

X distance from station of minimum 
tween two particles jet area (and hydrogen injection 

Y specific impulse station) along a magnetic field 

K 4memR/(me + mR)2 line 

k Boltzmann constant, 1.6x10- 16 Y defined by expression (22) 

joules/keV Z defined by expression (23) 

L reactor length Z charge 

m mass per particle a! mean thermal speed 

m mass flow rate (without subscript E capacity of a vacuum, 
it is for the hydrogen propellant) 8. 854x10-l2 F/m 

n number density 8 angle between a streamline and 

P pressure the axis of symmetry 
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x ratio of mean to  minimum dis
tance between particles 

V
Q, m 

collision frequency between 
species Q and m 

U momentum transfer cross  section
Q, m 

between species Q and m 

50 electrostatic potential 

w cyclotron frequency 

Subscripts: 

av average 

brem bremsstrahlung 

coll collision 

cx charge exchange 

D deuterium 

e electrons 

H hydrogen 

He helium 

He-3 helium 3 

I 

i 


max 


min 


n 


R 


t 


X 

0 


I 


I I  

ionization 

ion 

maximum 

minimum 

neutral target particle 

beam or reactor 

target 

component in x direction 

station where beam first impinges 
on the target, x = 0 

perpendicular to magnetic field 
lines 

parallel to  magnetic field lines 

Superscripts : 

0 neutral 

total time differentiation 
- mean mass motion 

- vector quantity 

+ single charge 
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APPENDIX B 

EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION OF BEAMS 

The following derivations follow quite closely the theory in section B of referen 9 
except that in the present case a partially ionized target was used. Also the cross-
sectional area and velocity of the beam herein are not constant. The continuity equation 
for the singly charged helium beam species, for example, can be written as 

1 d 
A dx (nHe+ + 9'0,+ n

HeonH0 + c++n HeonH+ - o+,OnH e r H 0cx 
VHe 

where, for example, cr;;' is a charge exchange cross section in which the charge of the 
incident particle is changed from 0 to 1. The interacting species to which such a cross  
section corresponds are labeled on the immediately following number densities in this 
equation. The subscript I denotes an ionizing encounter. It was assumed that the inci
dent particles undergo frequent enough charge exchange and ionization events that 
V = v  Also the propellant velocity was usually so much lower than the beam 

Heo He+' 
velocity that the former was neglected. 

Sufficient data to  adequately determine .;"' were not available. It is therefore 
assumed herein (as in the ANALYSIS section) that a light neutral is as effective in under
going an ionizing encounter with a neutral atom as it is after taking on a single charge. 
Thus, in the above equation 

If the beam equilibrates at a certain composition so that the number of neutralizing 
events is balanced by the number of ionization encounters, then 

"(. +vHeA)= 0 
dx He 

Dividing the right side of the former equation by (n 
He 

+ + nHeo)(nH+ + nHo) and defining 

n 
F = He' = fractional ionization of the helium beam 

He' n + n  
He' Heo 
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and 

n 
F = H+ fractional ionization of the hydrogen propellant

H+ n + n  
H+ Ho 

result in  

where 

F + F  = 1  
Heo He+ 

F + F  = 1  
Ho H+ 

Solvingfor F yields
He+ 

This expression approaches the result of reference 9 as F approaches zero. The 
H+ 

data of references 9 and 27 were then used to determine the preceding cross  sections in 
te rms  of the energy of the helium beam. The results are shown on figure 13(a). The 
basic parameter is the relative velocity between incident and target particles and not the 
energy, which is more convenient to use. The corresponding energy of helium 3 particles 
is also shown in figure 13(a), wherein it is assumed that the absence of one neutron in 
the helium nucleus does not alter the basic interaction based on relative velocities. The 
calculated data are on a per atom basis while the experimental data are fo r  a target of 
molecular hydrogen. 

Similar results can be obtained for protons in hydrogen by using the data of refer
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i I I I I I I r1yI i Eq. (B1) with experimental data of refs. 9 and 27 
.-__Ea. (25)

t - - -T ip ica l  operating curves at t he  two in i t ia l  beam Typical operating curves for 
eneraies 

Helium 4 Protons 

I 1 I I I - I I I I I 1 
0 15 u) 45 60 75 90 105 0 20 40 60 80 100 

Helium 3 Deuterons 
Beam energy, keV 

(a) Helium beams in hydrogen target. (bl Hydrogen beams in hydrogen target. 

Figure 13. - Equil ibr ium fractional ionization of beam. 

ence 28. These results were used for a deuterium beam impinging on hydrogen. In these 
cases, however, the charge exchange cross sections should be symmetrical; that is, 
uo7+ = CJ+’cx cxO ,  which resulted in 

oZX+FH++ aI0,+ 

F = 
D+ 

a+’0 + O?+cx 

(Results are shown in figure 13(b). ) 
The following empirical fits were made to the final-resultsfor convenience in later 

computations: 

EHe-3 = 1.036 - 1 - F + 2.667 1 - F2 + 2.221 F - 2.319 ~ 

FHe -3’ dT+(4 H+ H+ ) 100 
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F = F  +O.375 1 - F  -
D+ H+ H+) 2 

These expressions are shown by the dashed curves in figure 13. The empirical fits 
deviate as much as 15 percent from the calculated results at some of the higher beam 
energies. This, however, is close to the experimental scatter of the basic experimental 
cross sections. 
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APPENDIX C 

ENERGY TRANSFER AND IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS 

The theory of classical particles is used to determine the energy transfer from beam 
ions to the electrons bound in the hydrogen atoms and also to the free electrons liberated 
from the hydrogen atoms. This theory is also used to  determine cross sections for ioni
zation of hydrogen by the beam ions and by the free electrons. Since all incident parti
cles of this appendix have a positive charge, the + superscript used in the ANALYSIS 
section has been deleted. 

Energy Transfer to Bound Electrons 

In this case the mass of the target particle me is much less than that of the incident 
particle mR. The cross section u(AE) for the transfer of the amount of energy AE is 
given by equation (24) of reference 2. After correcting several algebraic e r r o r s  (see 
appendix of ref. 29) it can be written in mks units as 

Absolute value signs have been used to avoid confusion since reference 2 uses -m as 
the loss of energy from particle R to particle e ,  which is opposite to the sign conven
tion elsewhere in this report. 

Equation (Cl)  is then substituted into the following relation for stopping cross  section: 

where for a head-on collision (eq. (15) of ref. 2) 
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After a tedious integration, the stopping power expression becomes 

2 4 m Rz e -R 
1 m R - - me .~ +--1 ve 
" n d x  16nE2ER( + $r 24 vR -,ER ] when U 5 KER(l -5) 

Substituting the limits of integration and reducing in terms of ve/vR with E, = U for 
the hydrogen atom result in the following equation for singly charged incident particles: 
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4 mR e 

1 dER = - m, 

Only a small amount of data (figs. 14(a) and (b)) was found for the stopping power of 
species close to those of interest in the desired energy range. Results of equation (C3) 
should be compared first with the partial stopping power data of figure 14(a), which is 
for charged incident particles. Agreement appears satisfactory for present purposes. 

In the beam composition discussion of the ANALYSIS section, the assumption was 
made that the neutral incident particles are as effective as singly charged incident parti
cles in transferring energy to the neutral target particles. This assumption appears 
reasonable but slightly optimistic in figure 14(b). No contribution to stopping power due 
to charge exchange was included in the analysis, which is a somewhat pessimistic assump
tion. Comparison of the total stopping power (diamond symbols) with the results of equa
tion (C3) indicates that the use of equation (C3) for energy loss rate should be reasonable. 

Energy Transfer to Free Electrons 

From pages 114 and 118 of reference 13 

The maximum energy exchange expression (eq. (C2)) can be reduced further here since 
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it occurs in the argument of a slowly varying log 
-1 1.1 I I I I function:Experimental stopping power 

0 Partial (ref. 3) for H+ 
-	 0 Partial (ref. 4) for H+ 

0 Total (ref. 4)
A part ial (ref. 4) for Heo 

Eq. (C3) 

Limits of experimental scatter 

The minimum energy exchange 1 AE Imin was deter-
E a  1

I 
mined by setting the impact parameter equal to the0 m 

Li--E I Debye length (p. 82 of ref. 13) so that 
2 6  I 
Y 

-
U H1 2
%-
c c 

Br 1'' l m z  
= 3.45X106 ERTe-

" 
c-

4 
Proton energy, keV IAE lmin 2 2 

nezRmR.
5- (a) Partial stopping p e r  of a proton beam 

in molecular-hydrogen. 
v)
s a  Since, at most, Te is the order of keV, whereas 

.-	F TR == - the order of 10 keV, the energy transfer equa

n 

s 

.-z 6  

tion reduces to the following for singly charged inci


5 dent particles:
z 

4 4 mR-
mR-

nee me 
3 dx 

8 & .c2ERk 
+ mRkTe\3/2 

2meER/ 
2 
30 40 60 a0 100 

Helium 4 energy, keV 

(b) Helium beams in molecular hydrogen. 

Figure 14. - Comparison of experimental and 
theoretical stopping power cross sections. 

Ionization by Beam Ions 

Ionization c ross  section is defined as the cross  section for a collision with energy 
loss greater than the ionization potential U. That is, 

Substitution of equations (Cl) and (C2) into this integral expression results in 
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using E, = U for  the hydrogen atoms and writing energy ratios in terms of mass and 
velocity ratios reduce these expressions to 

Ionization by Free Electrons 

The number of ionizing encounters per unit volume per unit time between the neutral 
hydrogen atoms and the free electrons having a Maxwellian velocity distribution can be 
written as 

where 

and 

d3v2 = 4m22 dv2 for spherical symmetry 

Since interactions are between free and bound electrons, the subscript 2 will be used 
temporarily for the free electrons and subscript 1 will refer to the bound electrons 
where demarcation is needed. There is no confusion in continuing to let ne be the 
number density of free electrons and nn the number density of neutrals, which is herein 
equal to the number density of bound electrons. 
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The preceding integration is to be made over all velocity space; however, the ioniza
tion cross section Q is zero for energy exchanges less than the ionization potential U. 
From equations (26) and (27) of reference 2 

when U +  El s E 2  

4e 

when U + El 2 E2 2 U 

This expression is for the cases wherein the mass of the target particle is equal to that 
of the incident particle. 

Substituting the v2 = and E l  = U and the last three equations into equa
tion (C6) results in 

I 9 +-U 
d -E2kT 4 U 

Ea 

(: (2)-t+ 
Numerical evaluation of the two integrals gave the value of Qeve plotted in figure 15 as 
a function of Te. An empirical curve 

e4 20.95
Qeve = 

4 s  d2nmekTe UE 
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was fitted to the numerical results. Expression (6) is shown by the dashed curve. 
In an ionizing encounter all the energy given up by an incident electron, beyond that 

used for ionization, is given to the liberated electron in a translational mode. The liber
ated electron is now part of the free electron gas, and thus the net energy per unit time 

-
removed from the free electron gas is just that due to ionization, which is UnnneQeve. 
Excitation and corresponding line radiation losses can be accounted for by replacing U 
in this final expression by an appropriate cost per ion U'. 
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APPENDIX D 

APPRAISAL OF ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING COLLISIONS 

Numerical solution of the equations of motion over the ranges of interest now permit 
more detailed appraisals of some assumptions regarding collisions. 

Binary  Collision Assumption 

Nearly all the equations developed in the preceding section are based upon the assump
tion of binary encounters. This approximation can be applied when the particle number 
densities remain below a certain limit. The reciprocal of the cube root of the number 
density can be used as a measure of the mean distance between neighboring particles. 
The most severe limitation is when Coulomb forces are involved. To obtain a charac
teristic length of interaction for Coulomb encounters, the author of reference 13 (p. 83) 
used the distance 

2ero = ~ 

47r~kT 

It is approximately the distance of closest approach of two mutually repelling particles. 
This distance is within a factor of ten of the radius of a momentum transfer cross  section. 
For the binary collision approximation to remain valid the quantity 

1/3 2 1/3
One e ne 

should be large. 
For the range of application herein X is at least the order of magnitude of 10 for 

interactions between free electrons. A plot of a typical case is shown in figure 11 (p. 27). 
For free electrons colliding with bound electrons, the values for X are greater than 
those presented by the curve except in the very small region when 0 5 x < 0.01 meter. 
Collisions involving beam particles are not frequent enough to affect the binary collision 
assumption. 
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Thermalization of Free Electrons 

The time for  a distribution of electron kinetic energies to approach a Maxwellian 
distribution and the time between large angle deflections are given in reference 30 (p. 78) 
and reference 22 (p. 96). These expressions are within a factor of 1.4 of the time be
tween the momentum transfer collisions of reference 13, which is given as 

2($)ne 

The distance for thermalization Vx/ve, e is plotted in figure 11for a typical set of condi
tions and is less than meter over the most important part of the curve. The elec
trons should thus have ample time to thermalize. 

Magnetic Force on Electrons 

A s  discussed in the ANALYSIS section, the expression for the force that the magnetic 
field exerts upon the free electrons is valid if the time that the electron motion is domi
nated by the magnetic field is large compared with the time that the motion is collision 
dominated. The usual parameter for such evaluation is the ratio of cyclotron frequency 
to collision frequency. This parameter was  most critical for collisions between free 
electrons for the range of variables studied herein. Equation (Dl) was used to determine 
collision frequency ve, e. A typical case is shown in figure 11where it is seen that the 
magnitude of the parameter is approximately the order of 102 . 

EquiI i br i um of Bea m 

As an incident particle traverses the hydrogen target it goes through many cycles of 
capturing and losing an electron. The number of these cycles that occur as the energy 
of the particle is degraded from El  to E2 is (p. 1142 of ref. 9) 
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1 m  

" t d x  

where aC is the c ross  section for cycle completion. This expression provides a 
measure of the ability of the beam to equilibrate. The number Nc is strongly dependent 
on E only; thus, the conclusions of satisfactory equilibration reached in references 4 
and 9, for example, should apply here  also. 

The number of cycles per keV of energy degradation Nc/AE is plotted for a typical 
case in figure 11. This ratio is high in the region of most importance; that is, where 
most of the ionization and acceleration of the propellant takes place. At a value of x 
of 2 . 5  meters, however, it falls to a value of 0 .15 ,  and then increases sharply as dE/dn 
approaches zero. The number of cycles per unit distance decreases from 83 at x = 0 to 
less than 1 beyond x = 1. In the lower cycle frequency range the assumption of an 
equilibrium composition is questionable. As a result, the beam may have charge composi
tions closer to that estimated for lower values of x. An inaccuracy would occur in the 
energy exchange calculation between the beam and free electrons only. 

Diffusion Across Magnetic Field Lines 

For a partially ionized plasma, the collisional theory coefficient of diffusion perpen
dicular to field lines is expressed as a constant t imes &T/B 2 (ref. 22). The approxi
mate expression for the coefficient of ambipolar diffusion across field lines is 

The ratio of damb for the propellant species divided by dambfor diffusion inside 
the reactor is plotted in figure 12 for one set  of conditions. Since Ti is a constant in 

Tthe propellant and curves of IL against x have quite the same trends fo r  all cases 
studied (fig. 8(c)), the curve on figure 12 is considered representative of all cases 
herein. In the first two mir ror  diameters downstream of the mirror  coil, the diffusion 
coefficient of propellant across field lines is less than that of reactor species inside the 
magnetic bottle. Beyond a value of x/D of 4, however, the propellant diffusion coeffi
cient is more than 100 times that inside the reactor. This is the region, however, where 
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it is desired that the propellant will cross the field lines and continue as a jet in a near 
axial direction. 

The plasma oscillation result of Bohm (p. 462 of ref. 22) indicates that the coefficient 
of diffusion should be proportional to Te/B. This would result in an even lower coeffi
cent of diffusion in the hydrogen stream compared with that inside the reactor. 
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